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Clashes and Constructions of Linguistic Nationalism in India

A. Aneesh, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, aneesh@uwm.edu

On August 14, 1947, India’s first Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru gave a famous speech on the eve of India’s independence: “Long years ago we made a tryst with destiny, and now the time comes when we shall redeem our pledge, not wholly or in full measure, but very substantially. At the stroke of the midnight hour, when the world sleeps, India will awake to life and freedom.” For Nehru, the promise of modernity was finally at hand, as India became an independent nation of “sovereign people,” free from more than a century of colonial rule. Paradoxically, this putative sovereignty of single nationhood was disfigured by the “accompanying” violence that rent asunder the social fabric of India. The partition of India consumed about one million lives, and turned many more into refugees in their newly assigned nations: India and Pakistan. What was described as “the contradictory nature of the reality of 15 August 1947” (Chandra 1988, p. 487), however, no longer appears paradoxical or contradictory at all. Indeed, the nation-state centered project of modernity (Albrow 1997), many argue, is tightly linked with the politics and clashes of identity (Das 1990; Pandey 1990; Vail 1989).

Taking a close look at the formation of India and Pakistan as nations, this article explores the emergence of Hindi and Urdu as two distinct national languages formed out of the same dialect – Khari Boli – under the pressure of conflicting national aspirations of nineteenth century South Asia. To exaggerate its differences from the Persianized Urdu, modern Hindi was led to develop a Sanskritized version of Khari Boli.
Persian and Devanagari scripts respectively gave them their distinctive looks. The article examines the history of the production of Modern Hindi in connection with the nationalist project of India. Evidently, the violence of partition was not perpetrated over a single fault line of religion; conflicts over language were also part of the long and often riotous politics of identity in the region (King 1994). Through historical inquiry into the institutional production of Modern Hindi, this article adds to the rich body of literature on ethnic and identity conflicts.

The unprecedented scale of violence, mostly, but not entirely, between Hindus and Muslims, could be read in two radically different ways. On the one hand, it could be seen as a full-scale eruption of pre-existing religious conflict, prompting the development of two separate nations. On the other hand, one could argue that nations came to exist, not because of pre-existing ethnic divides, but because of highly modern processes of communicative integration that made the categorization of populations possible. Thus, the prior Hindu-Muslim conflicts did not lead to separate nations; rather, the conflicts were caused by the projects of two nation-states. The above two approaches inform most of the scholarship on origins of nationalism, ranging from a view that “nations” and “nationalism” have old roots and have always existed in history as “units,” “sentiment,” or “ethnie” (Fishman 1968; Geertz 1963; Hutchinson 2000; Shils 1957; Smith 1987) to the view that the origins of nationalism are demonstrably modern (Anderson 1991; Gellner 1983; Hobsbawm 1992). Both kinds of analyses refute the essentialist invocations of nationalism and nationalist rhetoric about some underlying, pre-existing, natural being of the nation.

Drawing upon recent studies in cognitive sociology (DiMaggio 1997; Zerubavel 1997), I propose a compromise between primeval and modernist approaches to nationalism, or between, what Brubaker et al. (2004) have called, primordial and circumstantial understandings of ethnicity. Agreeing with the first approach that a variety of religious and ethnic conflicts have existed long before the rise of modern nation-states, I avoid discounting prior sentiments and symbolic forms that tend to
inform modern nation states. Yet, I also argue against subsuming modern nations under pre-existing modes of collective life. After all, modern nations are quite different from previous dynastic realms and empires (Anderson 1991). To solve the dilemma, I seek to shift the study of nation from an analysis centered on its origins or its substantive and foundational aspects to an investigation focused on mechanisms of boundary construction. The cognitive approach, as Brubaker et al. (2004, p. 51) argue, makes it apparent that “primordialist and circumstantialist accounts need not be mutually exclusive. The former can help explain the seemingly universal tendency to naturalize and essentialize real or imputed human differences, while the latter can help explain how ethnicity becomes relevant or salient in particular contexts.”

In step with the cognitive turn in the study of ethnicity, race and nation (Anesh 2001; Brubaker 2001; Brubaker et al. 2004), I identify a specific frame of reference that allows the flux of linguistic, religious, and ethnic landscapes to be perceived as bounded and unified entities like nations, races and religions. This socio-cognitive frame of what I call total closure promises a conceptual apparatus that may explain how the world becomes a collection of neatly divisible, bounded, closed substances. The cognitive turn should not be read as a return to the philosophy of consciousness where the psychic or conscious anchorage is assigned an ontological priority over the social. Instead, I use Goffman’s (1974) term frame as a conceptual device that denotes a structural coupling (Luhmann 1984) between psychological schemas and social categories, emphasizing how nations, ethnicities or races are at once cognitive and social events. The success of the national system lies in its emotional appeal as well as institutional organization, in its coupling of cognitive and social structures, as I hope to show in the context of linguistic nationalism.

The frame-theoretic approach allows me to go beyond the debate whether nations grow out of some presumed ethnic, linguistic, religious foundations. Instead of looking at these putative foundations in a naturalistic manner, one may approach the question in a Kantian fashion:
In order to be observed as such, these foundations must be constituted through a certain act of perception or knowledge; they cannot be independent of all frames of observation. The frame-theoretic approach allows a mode of questioning where foundations do not remain prior to the frame that allows them to be seen as foundations in the first place. Clearly, the frame of total closure itself is neither religious, nor linguistic, nor ethnic in any real sense. Reality, too, thus constituted, is not totally closed in itself. It is bounded and closed only from within the frame. This theoretical strategy implies that a national system – even in the absence of prior ethnic, religious, or linguistic unity – can constitute such unity from thin air, acting as a foundation of its own foundations. As a twist on Benedict Anderson’s argument that print languages served as a medium of imagining nations, I analyze how “nation” may act as a medium of imagining a language, e.g., Hindi, now used by a large population. The sociocognitive frame behind “nation” not only selects and makes certain languages and ethnic groups more significant, turning the previously unmarked into the marked (Brekhus 1998); it also helps constitute them out of a social and cultural flux. In step with the “invention of tradition” literature (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1992), this analytical strategy helps explain how India, lacking a pre-existing common national language, was able to actively produce one, modern Hindi, from the amorphous linguistic landscape. The theoretical frame of total closure will also allow researchers of other regions, such as Serbia, Croatia, Israel or Norway, to explain the political production of language along nationalistic lines under similar pressures.

As a brief outline of the paper, I first discuss the idea of total closure in the context of nationalism, exploring how the model of nation is animated by an a priori sociocognitive frame of boundaries, ordering confused and obscure linguistic continua, religious practices, and ethnicities into definite groups, determining what could be conceived as “national.” Extending the discussion of socio-mental processes of lumping supposedly homogeneous chunks of identity and splitting them off from one another as discrete entities (Zerubavel 1991), I elucidate the contours of this specific frame in all of its dimensions – social, cognitive,
and physical, including their institutional, perceptual, and territorial effects respectively. For my analysis, I employ extensive reading of Hindi and Urdu literature as well as constructions of their respective histories, though the main focus of this article is the production of modern Hindi. To bring out the “new-ness” of Hindi, and its production as a “separate” language, I draw upon resources that provide clear evidence that linguistic closure around an imagined Hindi was pursued until late in the twentieth century. To this end, I rely on transcripts collected from the National Archives of India in New Delhi (Archives 1949), pertaining to the debates on the floor of the Constituent Assembly in 1946-49 about the status of Hindi. I also examine other relevant documents on this issue around the time of Indian independence, including newspaper and magazine articles.

**Institutional Effects**

There seems to be no consistency among nations in terms of what binds them together. While nationalist rhetoric tends to proclaim some essential, pre-existing real foundation, or origin -- like one culture, one ethnicity, one people -- as the constant, hidden, natural “presence” behind the nation, purporting to act as its vigorous, vital truth, different nations evoke their nation-hood on different bases. If Germany grounds its nation-hood in German ethnicity, pronouncing, for instance, in Article 11 of the German Constitution that “ethnic Germans” residing in other states are *a priori* entitled to full German citizenship through repatriation quite in the manner of Israel’s “Law of Return”, France traces its national roots to an historical act of founding the republic (Best 1988). In many other instances, instead of ethnicity, race or the historical birth, it is religion that is perceived as providing the foundational content (e.g., the founding of Pakistan as a nation of Muslims).

While there is no uniformity in what nations claim to be the basis and essence of their nationhood, which lends itself to different definitions in different contexts, there is a remarkable correspondence in how these communities close off their boundaries and how they structure and
legitimate their enclosures, including symbolic closures achieved through anthems and flags in their varying content and design (Cerulo 1995). Further, this closure may or may not be an institutionalized and state-based closure, as reflected in a cognitive orientation toward this closure in such separatist, sub-nationalist movements as Chechnya, Jaffna, Punjab, Quebec, or Sindh. The framework of institutionalized total closure and non-institutionalized total closure may help differentiate “actual” nations (i.e., nation-states) from others that may be called “possible” nations, as reflected in nationalist movements. What triggers the actualization of this possibility seems to depend on historically contingent factors. Yet, total closure is not merely institutional in character. It also informs the psychic side of the equation through a cognitive orientation that must be excited in order for it work at the level of individuals.

Perceptual Effects

One implication of collective orientation is what the Scholastics of the Middle Ages called “inexistence”: a group may be intentionally oriented toward an object that does not exist or to an event that has not occurred. I will shortly describe how “Hindi” was believed to exist as a language of a vast majority of people before it actually did, an orientation that led to its actual birth as a distinct language. Such cognition can be both prospective, oriented toward a future possibility (e.g., possibility of forming a national language) and retrospective, oriented toward a past that may or may not have existed (e.g., a nation organizing a particular historical memory). Thus, we may describe the notion of collective orientation as characterized by a certain kind of directedness toward an object or event -- existent or non-existent. Suppose two groups are looking at an ambiguous drawing, such as the duck/rabbit sketch discussed in the Philosophical Investigations of Ludwig Wittgenstein (1953), and the light rays reaching their eyes from this drawing are identical. One group may perceive the image of a duck, while the other sees a rabbit, and the difference in perception is due to the viewers’ structuring of what they see in the two cases, based on their
group’s orientation. “Looking at a contour map, the student sees lines on paper, the cartographer a picture of a terrain” (Kuhn 1970, p. 111). In all perception, a certain kind of cognitive structuring takes place. I extend the concept of total closure to an analysis of how nationalist collective orientation toward total closure harbors a constant possibility of conceiving and forming insular units, such as national languages and ethnic groups. The growth of Hindi and Urdu as separate national languages and Hindus and Muslims as insular communal groups may be understood as a result of such cognitive closure.

The cognitive dimension of total closure is oriented toward three interrelated features: boundedness, substantive-ness, and internal identity and external difference, the features that Richard Nisbett (2003) has associated with the Northern European tradition and style of perception. Under this perceptual regime are constructed non-continuous, discretely bounded, substantive groups as neatly divisible packages of populations, cultures, and lands, resulting in such entities as nations, races, ethnic groups, and even languages with rigid boundaries. Absolute inclusion and absolute exclusion, or what Zerubavel (1991) calls “digital thinking” is the natural idiom of total closure, and the opposition of the “self” and “other” its way of relationship. Richard Handler’s (1988) argument that nationalism is an ideology concerned with boundedness, continuity, and homogeneity encompassing diversity appears to be a description not only of nationalist ideology; it might as well apply to racism as well as what Gilroy (1987) calls “ethnic absolutism.” It seems to presuppose the frame of total closure that allows absolute cognitive and social boundaries to be drawn, emphasizing or de-emphasizing certain elements to produce a unity, while de-emphasizing or emphasizing others to produce a difference. In this socio-cognitive scheme, a nation is a unity of individual bodies and the world a unity of national bodies (e.g., the United Nations). The argument that the most important notion behind nation is the modern concept of the individual (Calhoun 1994; Calhoun 1993; Handler 1988) attains further clarity in view of this cognitive frame of constituting and understanding the world in terms of – to borrow from Leibniz – windowless monads.
The logic of total closure organizes a two-fold collective orientation: first, it helps mark all the members in an enclosure as “identical,” de-differentiating them in terms of their “identity.” For example, all citizens of India become “Indians,” assuming an essential Indian national “identity,” ignoring the internal variation within the total closures thus constituted. Second, it creates a sharp, unbridgeable gulf from other groups, such as the homogenous category of Pakistanis, a process described as “lumping” and “splitting” of social flux (Zerubavel 1996). The construction of mental gaps between clusters is critical to one’s ability to experience entities as closed and insular. The constitution of the bounded body is directly related to the concept of the human body as a unified entity totally separate from the world, with a complete disregard of bodily pores through which the world constantly travels, such as air inhalation and sweating, not to mention bacterial life forms that challenge and sustain the human body. In modern times, the cognitive side of total closure may be seen as a condition of the possibility of many kinds of racism--colonial racism, Nazism, color-based racism, and what Balibar (1991) calls newly emerging forms of cultural racism in Europe targeted against alien, immigrant cultures. In terms of cognitive conditions, there seems to be little difference between race-based closure and nation-based closure; both orient themselves through the exclusivity of total closure. A discussion of the constitution of actual national boundaries further clarifies the notion of total closure.

**Territorial Effects**

Nations are above all characterized by absolute boundaries, by a relentless commitment to the mutual exclusivity of islands of humanity. Applying the notion of total closure to the territorial basis of nations, it is not surprising that the construction of national frontiers seems to surpass in rigidity all previous communal boundaries. Unlike the loose, fuzzy territorial limits of earlier communities, such as dynastic spaces, or empires, where borders faded indiscernibly into one another (Anderson 1991), the boundaries of nations not only rigidly demarcate one cluster of regions and populations from another; they also cut up the sky and the
sea into exclusive national spaces. Border patrolling, border fencing, ports of entry combined with a constant vigil to guard against slightest border violations impart the national frontier an unprecedented rigidity. The importance of boundaries -- as Paasi (1996) notes in the context of Finnish-Russian border -- is not merely political; it is also social, as boundaries mold the experience of social solidarity that binds “us” in contrast to an image of difference with “them,” marking not just administrative but also sociocultural transitions. Similarly, Kaiser and Nikiforova (2006), in the context of the Estonian-Russian border, have shown how borderlands are multiscaler sites where the interior and exterior of the nation and nation-ness are reconfigured. Borderlands -- as zones of contestation and spaces of becoming -- have become more, not less, important in a borderless world (Kaiser and Nikiforova 2006). The ascendency of boundaries as against the interiors of the nation is also highlighted by the decline of birth certificate and rise of passport as a form of a person’s identity in recent decades (Anderson 1994).

In view of constant border disputes throughout the world, there is nothing that appears more arbitrary as a national boundary; yet, there is no other boundary system that evokes a greater awe, or arouses a stronger shock. While we may explain territoriality as the common element of the institutionalization of total closure, we must take note of its historical contingency, which allows scholars to question the framework of territorial states, especially in view of increasing political and social movements that happen outside this framework (Agnew 1994; Sassen 2006). Even within the framework of territorial states, the heavy investment of emotions and artillery into national borders seems directly proportional to the level of their arbitrariness. The line of national separation between India and Pakistan is shown differently on their respective maps, as both countries display Kashmir -- a thorny issue behind protracted post-independence hostility -- in their possession. Around the line of control, the two nations exchange gunfire on a regular basis to give an unshakable fixity to an arbitrary boundary. The greater the arbitrary-ness, the stronger the need to keep it from moving.
The logic of total closure and associated practices not only construct categories of inclusion, such as the “citizen” or the “resident”; they also constitute at the same stroke categories of “exclusion” -- the alien, the immigrant, the refugee. Once we brush aside the “naturalness” of territorial boundaries, a clearer connection between territoriality and power relations, as pointed out by Sack (1986) and Sassen (2006), starts to emerge. The creation of “total” national enclosures produce categories of people that spill over the framework, e.g., illegal aliens or refugees, who become objects of either derision or compassion depending on the situation. Quite like the pure conceptions of the body and its dangerously anomalous categories of excreta, saliva, rheum, and genital secretions, usually despised for falling into a gray zone out of the sacred domain of the body (Douglas 1978), the conception of “nation” as a sacrosanct body gives rise to “problems” or “anomalies” to be solved by national governments that may in fact be responsible for the rise of such categories in the first place. A good example of such an anomaly is the emergence of the refugee (Malkki 1995) who is not born as an offspring of the nation; rather, the refugee flows out as its bodily discharge. In the following section, I discuss how the production of national language in India turned the existence of a variety of languages into an anomaly, a problem to be solved.

Language as a Problem

In twentieth century India, language is spoken of in terms of a crisis. It emerges as a “problem.” Debates on language attain a centrality in cultural concerns, previously unseen in history. The problem status of language is reflected in the majority of books and articles written on language issues during this period in India. Our language Problem (Gandhi 1965), Problem of Hindi (Majumdar 1965), The Only Solution to India’s Language Problem (John 1968), Language Problem (Bhave 1965), India’s Language Crisis: A Study (Kumaramangalam 1965)--are only a few examples out of such literature in English as well as all major Indian languages. The question of language chiefly relates with three problems: first, “a” language was required to take birth in order to fulfill
growing nationalist aspirations; second, this future language was to carry out an impossible task of binding an emerging nation together, of taming the cultural profusion of more than a hundred languages and a whole spectrum of religious practices; and third, the above tasks were to be performed without coercing the already existing linguistic sub-nationalisms informed in turn by the cognitive frame of total closure.

There is an easy tendency to locate the separation of Hindi and Urdu as two different languages in the division of Hindu and Muslim communalism; but in step with Gyanendra Pandey’s (1990) analysis, I will discuss at length later how communalism itself was a product of a new collective orientation toward total closure. The separate histories of Hindi and Urdu do not stretch back, despite their claims to the contrary, to pre-British times, or pre-nationalist era. To begin with, Hindi and Urdu, even in their present forms, share common grammar at large, including common pronouns, verbs, and basic vocabulary, and speakers of both languages can follow each other; it is only their literary forms that have become mutually unintelligible because of the strong

---

1 The literary historians of Hindi and Urdu construct and claim two very different traditions, stretching back several centuries, for their respective languages. While major historians of Hindi literature (Dwivedi 1952; Shukla 1965) construct historical links with high literary traditions of Braj and Avadhi, calling them earlier forms of Hindi despite the fact that Braj and Avadhi would not be intelligible to a Hindi speaker without a few years of training. Urdu historians, on the other hand, trace the language’s roots to Dakani, and a literary tradition starting with Quli Qutub Shah (1565-1611), whose language bore a much different form than modern Urdu. Although it is a difficult task to find languages with clear boundaries and clear linear traditions, a simpler linguistic and grammatical route to history for both Hindi and Urdu would be the history of an amorphous set of dialects called Khari Boli, Hindavi, and Dehlavi, being spoken in areas around Delhi by many early writers, such as Amir Khusro (1236-1324), Abul Fazl (1551-1602), and Sheikh Bahauddin Bajan (Rai 1984; Nagendra 1995). There is in fact closer affinity in terms of intelligibility between spoken Hindi and Urdu as compared to their affinity with their professed ancestors, such as Braj, Avadhi, and Dakani. Despite widespread claims to difference in both Hindi and Urdu traditions, some writers believe that the difference is more political than cultural (King 1994; Rai 1984); yet, it is precisely the cultural difference that was being invented in the form of Monad-like parcels of language and religion. The production of Hindi and Urdu as two different languages in the nineteenth century directly correlates with the rise of a collective orientation that was creating conditions for the possibility of two future national languages out of the same linguistic raw material, and the improbability of their undivided existence.
influences of Sanskrit on Hindi and of Persian and Arabic on Urdu. Both Hindi and Urdu are believed to have derived their grammar from “Khari Boli,” which was widely spoken in north India with close affinities to such local variations as Dehalvi, Haryani, and Hindavi.

The processes of the Hindi-Urdu split historically began in the early nineteenth century, culminating with the India-Pakistan partition of 1947, the year of independence from the British crown. In his early linguistic work, John Gilchrist (1759 - 1841) did not treat Hindi and Urdu as two separate languages, and called them by the name 

Hindoostanee (or “Hindustani”) reflected in the title of his work: A Grammar of the Hindooostanee Language (Gilchrist 1796). It was only in 1824 that Captain Price, a successor of Gilchrist, used the two terms -- “Hindee” for “Hindi” and “Hindoostanee” for “Urdu”, differentiating them on the basis, not of grammar, but of vocabulary used. Price writes, “The great difference between Hindee and Hindoostanee consists in the words, those of the former being almost all Sunskrit and those the latter, for the greater part Persian Arabic...” (Vedalankara 1969, p. 51).

However, this production of difference was not an unconscious development nor were the British scholars mere observers. As one of the earliest prose writers of modern Hindi, Sadal Mishra, writes in his Ramcharitra: “One day Mister Gilchrist ordered and dictated me to write spiritual Ramayana\(^2\) in a language that does not contain Persian or Arabic...Then, I started writing in Khari Boli [Hindi] and finished this book in 1862, titling it as Ramcharitra” (Mahendra 1995, p. 40)\(^3\). At the time of Indian independence in 1947, the process of the development of Persian-free Hindi as a national language and the controversies surrounding it were by no means settled.

\(^2\) A story of Ram, one of the gods in Hindu theology.

\(^3\) In terms of poetry, Hindi was lagging behind its counter-part Urdu, and did not produce any literature of significance until the twentieth century, reflected in the poetry of Maithili Sarana Gupta (1948) of Dwivedi school, and the more creative poetry of Nirala, Pant (1966), Varma (1951), and Prasad (1958) of the Chhayavada school in the 1930s.
To capture the collective orientation toward a national language and associated problems, there is no better site of investigation than debates on the floor of the Constituent Assembly of India regarding the status of Hindi. I closely examine all the relevant documents on this issue around the time of independence, with special reference to the transcripts of Assembly debates of 1946-49.

**Contested Linguistic Terrain: The Production of Modern Hindi**

Sammelana [conference] considers Hindi as the National Language. It considers Urdu as a style of Hindi, which is prevalent among the elites.

Purushottam Das Tandon in the Constituent Assembly of India, December 12, 1948.

The status of the so-called Hindustani or common language should be accepted, and it should be clear that it is only simple Urdu.


As stated earlier, the sociocognitive imperative to devise a national language required to fulfill, first, a functional need for a lingua franca so that different parts of the nation could talk with each other. In this task, the future national language was required to contend with English, which was promoted during the British Raj as a language of interstate administration. But English as a lingua franca still remained confined to a microscopic minority throughout the former colony. The need for a national lingua franca was expressed as follows by Ananthasayanam Ayyangar who came from a non-Hindi-speaking region and later served as the first Deputy Speaker and then Speaker of Indian Parliament:

> At present, we can communicate with the foreigners due to English being the interstate language, but we remain ignorant about the cultural and literary progress in different parts of our own country. Consequently, the unification of cultural and literary progress of the country is not achieved, hindering nation’s march to becoming one single whole (Varma 1997, p. 33).

A similar sentiment was expressed by another non-Hindi-speaking leader. Lakshminarayan Sahu said, “I belong to Utkal (Orissa), yet I fully agree to the adoption of Hindi as the national language.” Sahu disagreed
with his colleagues from the South who argued that Hindi should be adopted as an “official” language, the language of administration, not as a national language. T. A. Ramalingam Chettiar, in clear opposition, said, “you cannot use the word national language, because Hindi is no more national to us than English or any other language. We have got our own languages which are national languages and for which we have got the same love as the Hindi speaking people have got for their language.” This line of argument gave Lakshminarayan Sahu “much pain” who argued, “When we regard India as a nation and are trying to make it one, there is no reason why we should call it official [not national] language.”

This brings me to the second, non-instrumental and more symbolic aspect of the sociocognitive imperative. This imagined language was to satisfy the need for national self-expression. It was to demonstrate that it could be the appropriate medium of expression of a cultural “essence,” of the nation, or its national content, which was also to be selected out of a surrounding cultural profusion. The nation’s ethnie was to be devised and delimited.

There is a curious fact about devising a national essence: it is not the contemporary but the most ancient that is generally found to be its most suitable expression. Sanskrit, one of the oldest languages with no “contamination” of the present, emerged as a natural choice for expressing the Indian cultural “essence.” Although Sanskrit had stopped being a spoken language for about 1000 years, it was this language that was experiencing a surprising revival during the development of national consciousness, even though numerous local languages, such as Braj, Avadhi and Bengali, had replaced it, for many centuries, even as a primary medium of literary expression. It is true that regional literatures in India always showed a debt to Sanskrit with their use of Sanskrit lexicon, imagery, and myths, and a much less obvious debt to their immediate Apabhramsha past, to the dialects immediately preceding the modern Indo-European vernaculars. Yet, these regional literatures were written in regional languages.
In the nineteenth century India, various religious reform movements, such as Brahmo Samaj in Bengal, or Arya Samaj in northern and western India, were creating a mass-based Hindu religion along the exclusive lines of Sanskrit texts, such as the Vedas and Upanishads. Arya Samaj’s battle-cry “back to the Vedas” reflected this new cultural mood toward original purity. This may be called what has been termed as the “invention of tradition” where these invented traditions were oriented not only to the past but also to the future (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1992). The collective orientation of this period not only attempted to mold the present in the image of the past; it also imagined a nation-based future that did not yet exist. Absurd as it may seem, Sanskrit became one of the contenders for becoming the national language, although almost no social group in the country knew how to speak or write it fluently, and only a small minority of Brahman orthodoxy could understand it. On the floor of National Assembly, the leaders, who favored a Hindi with free borrowings from Sanskrit, opposed this idea of making Sanskrit the national language. As late as 1949, the following dialogue between national leaders shows concerns for Sanskrit in the Constituent Assembly:

Purushottam Das Tandon: I also have love for Sanskrit. I think everyone born in this nation should learn Sanskrit. It is through Sanskrit that our ancient heritage will be maintained...If it is adopted, I'll be glad, and I'll vote for it. But it seems to me that it is not a practical proposition to make Sanskrit the official language of the nation.

Pundit Lakshmi Kant Maitra: After fifteen years, it will be totally alright, though it is not so today.

Purushottam Das Tandon: I don't think that it is possible for us today to say Sanskrit should be [the national language] in place of Hindi. I think the most practical solution is that Hindi should be accepted for the purposes of administration.

If the idea of making Sanskrit the national language proved to be impractical, a Hindi that eschewed Persian and Arabic words, became the closest compromise for a nationalist orientation. For Ananthasayanam Ayyangar Hindi was the best alternative because “Hindi is closest to Sanskrit. Our most ancient culture is secure in it, and it is spoken and
understood by the maximum number of Indians” (National Archives 1949).

However, this form of Hindi was yet not fully developed for the practical purposes of administration, despite a dense production in the first half of the twentieth century of a Hindi literature that consciously avoided commonly understood Persian and Arabic words (e.g., Chhayavada school). This literature seems to emerge as a reaction against the putative Persianization of Khari Boli at the literary hands, presumably, of the Muslim elite located mostly in Lucknow and Delhi. Yet, unlike the Persianized version, i.e., Urdu, which could boast of many non-Muslim poets, the Sanskritic version of Khari Boli appeared devoid Muslim writers during this period. But some national leaders were hopeful that eventually they would be able to develop this language, which would first act alongside English as the official language, and later replace it completely. Purushottam Das Tandon, during Constituent Assembly debates, contended, “I request that Hindi, with the assistance of Sanskrit, can solve all the difficulties of vocabulary, as has already been discussed a lot in the House. It seems to me that we will be able to perform in Hindi the work of High Court even before the end of five years.” The time of five years was proposed before Hindi was to replace English as the official language of India, which was later extended many times. “Vocabulary is not a problem,” he continued, some of it already exists, and after all, it is not difficult to create new words.”

The argument for the construction of a Sanskritized language did not enjoy consensus in the Constituent Assembly, as brought out by the following argument between Purushottam Das Tandon and Hasrat Mohani, a prominent Urdu poet and a national leader:

Tandon: Give us enough time, and in fifteen years, it will be easier to carry out all important work, for instance the work of the federation, because by that time Hindi provinces would create an atmosphere, and would construct vocabulary that would be useful for the whole country.
Maulana Hasrat Mohani: What do you mean by "Hindi Provinces"?

Tandon: I mean those provinces that have accepted Hindi as their official language; for instance, United province has officially adopted Hindi as its language.

Maulana Hasrat Mohani: United Province is either an Urdu province or Hindustani province. It can't be a Hindi province.

Tandon: It may be your view. I do not want to engage in the debate on Hindi, Urdu, or Hindustani.

Many national leaders with a pluralist orientation, following Gandhi, were averse to the idea of the Sanskritization of language, and to the replacement of commonly understood words, derived from Persian and Arabic, by coining Sanskrit terms for them. Some easy examples from Judicial language were words such as Qanoon meaning “law” and Vakil meaning “lawyer” that were replaced with new Sanskrit constructions, like Vidhi and Vidhivakta or Adhivakta respectively.

There were three styles being invoked in perceiving the language; Sanskritic, Persian, and common speech styles. A prominent national leader Maulana Abul Kalam Azad with his secular nationalism favored common speech, and promoted a national language that did not deliberately avoid Persian or intentionally chose Sanskrit, the two extreme ends that produced Urdu and Hindi as separate languages: “We need to produce a national language that can replace a language as broad and scholarly as English. That can be done by making its scope as wide as possible, not narrow. If you call it Urdu, it will surely not be wide. Similarly, if you call it Hindi, it again would be narrow. Only Hindustani is the word that has developed a wide understanding, and which reflects the true nature of the language.” Many leaders contended that the Sanskritized Hindi that was being promoted as the national language was not even the spoken language of the majority of people, as they were made to believe:

Shankar Rao Dev: "when I go to see Rajendra Babu, and when people from Bihar come to see him, they don't speak Hindi. If I'm not wrong, Hindi is not spoken even in
Tandonji's home. So, when you say that the majority of the country speaks Hindi, I doubt it. I can only agree that the majority of the people understands it, and even they don't understand Sanskritized Hindi, which is followed by Pundits only.

Mohandas Gandhi had long proposed “Hindustani” as the possible national language. It was an important decision for the politics of secular nationalism, which conceived a closure directed chiefly against the British, while transcending the communal closures of Hindu and Muslim nationalisms. For Gandhi, Hindustani was a practical choice, as it did represent the most commonly spoken language of north Indian urban and literate settings, and was at least widely understood in villages of the region as well. He was also aware that because of its inclusive quality, Hindustani would also stop the growing split between religious communities. In one of his speeches in 1917, he says:

It is argued that Hindi and Urdu are two different languages. It is not correct. In north India, the Hindu and Musalman speak the same language. It is the educated sections that have created the difference. It means that the educated Hindu section had made a Sanskritized Hindi, which most of the Musalman cannot understand. And Musalman brothers of Lucknow have stuffed Urdu with Persian, making it impossible for the Hindus to follow it. Both of these languages are full of punditry, without any place among the masses (Varma 1997, p. 28).

Jawaharlal Nehru, India’s first Prime Minister, agreed with Gandhi’s view, warning the Assembly that “we dare not live in an ivory tower of purists and precisionists...it is a dangerous thing to allow a language to become the pet child of purists and such like people because then it is cut off from the common people” (National Archives 1949). However, the purified and closed visions of language did indeed win the battle in India and Pakistan. In 1948 Ananthasayanam Ayyangar declared that the idea of Hindustani was outdated because the reason why Gandhi supported it was to promote Hindu-Muslim unity, a redundant idea after the creation of Pakistan: “Many Muslims have separated and have created their own Pakistan, declaring Urdu as its national language. In this context, there is no reason to maintain Urdu in India as well. Therefore, we should return to our real national language Hindi” (National Archives 1949). Qazi
Syed Karimuddin resisted the idea of Sanskritized Hindi, arguing in the Constituent Assembly, “In 1947 the Indian National Congress had agreed to make Hindustani, written both in Devnagari and Urdu script as the national language of India, but today we are told that only Hindi in Devnagari script could be the national language.” He contended that this change in attitude arose only in reaction to Pakistan’s declaration of Urdu as its national language, and that developing a national language out of reaction was not a good idea.

The cognitive frame of communal closure eventually clinched the issue in India, and the constitution of Hindi as the official language with a heavy borrowing from Sanskrit continued at the behest of some national leaders. All Indian nationals were urged to contribute to the production of the new language. “After crowning as the National Language, it is the duty of every citizen to fill the coffer of Hindi,” Ananthasayanam Ayyangar said, “the history of the kind of Hindi used in Newspapers and meetings today is not very old. It has not been long since it crystallized in its modern form through many spoken languages. In order to make new words in Hindi [for the purposes of administration], it will be natural and most appropriate to borrow from Sanskrit” (National Archives 1949).

And the Sanskritization of language was defended in the name of Sanskrit being the “natural” mother of all Indian languages, although Sanskrit, as I pointed out earlier, was a distant cousin, both temporally and grammatically, in comparison to languages of the recent past. It is also well-known that the languages of the South -- of Andhra Pradesh, Tamilnadu, Karnataka, Kerala -- belong, despite their adoption of some Sanskrit vocabulary, to a different linguistic family--Dravida, according to the linguistic system of classification. But the Hindu nationalist orientation included them as part of the same family, as expressed in the following remark by Kanhaiyalal Maniklal Munshi, Chair, National Language Council:

Modern communal institutions have spread the confusion that Hindi is being Sanskritized more than necessary. But that
is the natural language, because its sounds, grammar, and vocabulary is borrowed from Sanskrit, which is true for the languages of Bihar, Nepal, Bengal, Assam, Odissa, Andhra, Tamilnadu, Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, Gujarat, and Rajasthan.

It should be made clear that only Hindi is capable of becoming the single national language of India, because it is born out of a language that bears close similarity with Sanskrit, and it is nurtured by Sanskrit through ages, and it will have to depend on Sanskrit for further development, prosperity, and beauty. If it looks for inspiration from Sanskrit for its future power, it will easily be able to become India’s national language, and the expression of its soul, the temple of beauty, a language of ancestral cultural property (Varma 1997, p. 35-37).

Munshi’s assertion that the Sanskritization of Hindi will have a natural affinity with languages of non-Hindi speaking states did not stop an intense opposition to Hindi in those states, especially Tamilnadu, where anti-Hindi agitations have continued since 1938. As Hindi was scheduled to become the sole official language of India, replacing English, on January 26, 1965, the DMK, a regional political party, spearheaded a student agitation, leading, for the first time in Tamilnadu’s history, to self-immolation by two DMK supporters who poured gasoline over their bodies and set themselves on fire, protesting the imposition of Hindi. In February 1965, the police opened fire in seven places, resulting in 24 deaths, and an enraged mob burnt two policemen alive in Tiruppur (Forrester 1966). This tumultuous period allowed the Tamil movement against “Hindi imperialism” to spread beyond colleges and become a sub-nationalist movement in Tamilnadu.

For the promotion of Hindi as the official language of India, the basic concern was still a clear identity separate from Urdu. The difference between Hindi and Urdu, as two national languages of India and Pakistan, needed to be exaggerated not only through the respective borrowings from Sanskrit and Persian, the putative mothers of Hindi and Urdu; there was also a need for a sharp contrast in appearance that would definitively place them as wide apart as possible. Devanagari and Persian/Arabic scripts came in handy to define what constitutes nationness in the two cases. George Grierson 1851-1941), the writer of the
Linguistic Survey of India, did not fully grasp the pressures of total closure, as he wrote, “Among fanatics who ought to know better, but do not wish to do so, this question of characters has unfortunately become a sort of religious shibboleth...these fanatics have confused alphabet with language. They say, because a thing is written in Devanagari therefore it is Hindi, the language of Hindus, and because a thing is written in the Persian character therefore it is Urdu, the language of Musalmans” (Grierson 1967, p. xiv).

The need for separate scripts was not functional; the need was not even so much for scripts as it was for mutual separation and contrast. Hindi adopted Devanagari script of Sanskrit, which like Roman script, moves from left to right, and Urdu adopted Persian script that moves from right to left. The production of Hindi and Urdu as a contrast was mostly a conscious effort, even when the idea of India and Pakistan based on religious total closure was only a possibility. The development of institutions such as Hindi Sahitya Sammelana of Allahabad (1910) and Nagari Pracharini Sabha of Banaras (1893) for the promotion of Hindi and popularization of Devanagari on the one hand, and Anjuman-e-Taraqui-e-Urdu (1903) and Urdu Defense Association of Allahabad (1898) for the promotion of Urdu, on the other, as documented by King (1994), provide ample evidence of such consciousness.

The contested terrain of language and script extended to issues of collective memory, cultural stories and historical legends. Qazi Syed Karimuddin contended, “Seth Govind Das has said that one reason for not accepting Urdu is that it contains names of Rustom and Sohrab...If we retain English [as an official language] for the next fifteen years, would it not contain stories of Lord Clive’s and Warren Hasting’s atrocities?” Clearly, the names of Rustom and Sohrab were invoked by Seth Govind Das to underline the cultural exclusions of the new national enclosure. The later alignment of language, religion, and nation should not come as a surprise because pressures of total closure had already structured the possible field of cultural constructions. Popular slogans
such as “Hindi, Hindu, Hindustan” and “Urdu, Muslim, Pakistan” adequately summarize such tight cognitive closures and alignments.

**Hindi, Hindu, Hindustan: Urdu, Muslim, Pakistan**

The historical separation of Hindi and Urdu as two distinct languages takes place during the British rule. This is not surprising because it was during this period that the idea of nation emerged in South Asia. It was during this period that the epistemological lens of total closure became the dominant mode of social perception. Under this mode, precise packages of bounded cultural substance -- such as languages with clear boundaries, total religions, and castes, that earlier existed in the mode of relational closure -- were carved out and separated from each other. The British orientation toward classifying people as sharply closed communities and castes -- reflected in Census Report (Jones 1981; Pandey 1990; Dirks 2001) and in the language of electoral reforms -- led to a new “self-perception” among such newly constituted communities. It was during the colonial period that Muslim and Hindu identities could for the first time be constructed as closed from each other. Proto-nationalist aspirations necessitated a cognitive split for the production of a new future, new people, and a new history -- a new imagination and a new memory.

It is commonly argued that the formation of India and Pakistan as separate nations was a result of a pre-existing religious divide. In accordance with my earlier explication of collective orientation, where a group may be intentionally oriented toward an object that does not exist or to an event that has yet not occurred, I contend that India and Pakistan were not a result of a pre-existing absolute divide between Hinduism and Islam; rather, a major communal divide between Hindus and Muslims occurred due mainly to a new orientation toward communal closures, which at the time did not fully exist. I do not wish to imply that Hindu and Muslim communities, prior to this divide, lived in a state of Arcadian harmony; yet, the variation especially in Hindu religious practices was too large and the collective orientation too diffused and relational to
permit the extensive, unprecedented Hindu-Muslim confrontation, including frequent communal riots and wide-spread bloodshed, that took place in the twentieth century South Asia. Thus, it was during the colonial period that Hinduism became “a” religion. Earlier, it was a spectrum of religious practices without a single prophet or a single sacred book or a single God at its center, ranging from a belief in Saguna God with human attributes (i.e., idol worship) and a more philosophical belief in Nirguna God, who is without attributes and therefore indescribable, to a religious silence about God. As Paul Brass (1974) has argued what we generally consider as “givens” or objective characteristics of a society, such as language or religion, are neither “givens” nor “objective,” and both can be altered by political struggles for one symbol to be primary, and efforts to make other symbols conform.

The new social lens of total closure had effects of liberation as well. It generated proto-nationalisms not only of Hindu and Muslim types; it also gave rise to caste-based nationalisms, reflected in the Dalit movement initiated by Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar, who demanded a separate electorate in the 1930s for the traditionally oppressed castes, as well as language-based nationalisms in various provinces. However, internal caste divisions were often overlooked in the larger program of Hindu nationalism, which was constituted mostly in opposition to a supposed Muslim enclosure. As an example of this orientation toward total closure, I cite--not any rabid communal leader--but a leader of Hindi Sahitya Sammelana (Hindi Literary Academy)--who understands Hindu and Muslim cultures as not only “different” but also “oppositional,” despite the fact that people of both Hindu and Muslim faith in South Asia can be said to share various forms of culture -- music, languages, and modes of interaction -- in all their regional variations:

It is necessary to understand the nature and psychology of the Musalman and Islam, because this opposition [between Hinduism and Islam] occurs not only at the level of language [e.g., Hindi and Urdu], but also in the realms of culture and faith. Whatever historicity Islam has gained during the medieval times is not due to its greatness of thought or
civilization, but only to its bellicosity. The whole medieval history of Europe, Asia, and Africa is a result of this Islamic tendency, due to which many civilizations were cut off from their ancient history. Rare libraries of knowledge and thought were destroyed. What remained was an empire of terror and a milieu of imposed monotheism. Whenever they [Muslims] came in contact with greater societies, civilizations, and cultures, they tried to totally destroy them. India, too, was a victim of this bellicosity...  

(Mehata 1996, p. 5)

The nationalist construction of history in terms of “invading” Muslim and “invaded” Hindu groups was not about history; it was a present need under the new collective orientation.

Hindu nationalist orientation began in the form of the Swadeshi movement, which explicitly opposed British rule and implicitly battled against past Muslim rule in a newly constituted historical memory that identified the Muslims of India, many of whom were poor and converted lower caste Hindus, with the Muslim kings of the past. The Swadeshi movement of 1905 in Bengal began with a protest against the partition of Bengal by the British that severed its Muslim-dominated part and joined it with Assam (Pandey 1979). Curiously, the anti-partition movement also gave rise to a disguised Hindu nationalism led by B.G. Tilak who initiated Ganapati\(^5\) and Shivaji\(^6\) festivals that supposedly sought to arouse Hindu vitality out of its national slumber. The nationalist struggle of the Tilak variety was simultaneously opposed to the British and Muslims by carefully choosing Hindu symbols, gods and icons (e.g., Ganapati and Shivaji) for a nationalist struggle and avoiding symbols that may have Islamic reference. What is usually termed as Hindu revivalism was bringing into existence a new Hindu identity (Chatterjee 1986) under a new collective orientation of total closure. As Kenneth Jones (1976) has demonstrated, Arya Samaj, a north Indian religious reform movement started by Dayananda Saraswati, was not merely in

\(^4\) This as well as all other translations from non-English texts are my own, unless otherwise indicated.

\(^5\) One of the Hindu gods.

\(^6\) Shivaji Bhosle 1627-1680) is historical figure usually portrayed as a Hindu challenger to the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb.
conflict with the previous Hindu orthodoxy; one of its factions -- namely, Gurukul -- articulated a new militant Hindu consciousness with blatant anti-Islamic postures. Quite like organizations mentioned earlier for the promotion of Hindi, numerous organizations such as Anushilan Samiti (1901), Rashtriya Swayam Sewak Sangh (1925), and Hindu Sabha (1910) emerged to constitute a “masculinist,” militant Hinduism (Wakanker 1995). These Hindu organizations were creating a Hindu community that did not exist earlier, at least, in the same form. The movements for Sangathan and Shuddhi, literally meaning “unification” and “purity” were geared toward converting ambiguous categories of people into pure Hindus. For instance, great efforts for the conversion of the Muslims back to Hinduism were made in the United Provinces, Punjab, and Rajputana. A Muslim historian Qureshi (1985) has chronicled that there was a community of Muslim Rajputs, called Malkanas, who still retained many Hindu customs. They seemed to be an easy target, because they were proud of their Rajput blood and had not been fully assimilated into the Muslim community. The full vigor of the Shuddhi movement was turned upon them and the efforts of the Hindu workers began to bear some fruit. Qureshi (1985) not only points out that the Muslims did lose a fair number of the Malkanas; he also admires that the remaining Malkanas were not only loyal, but became better adherents of Islam, having given up their “un-Islamic” customs and ideas. A communal orientation toward total closure seemed to be ordering Hindus as well as Muslims into two neat windowless unities.

Muslim nationalist orientation, on the other hand, sought to develop a new Muslim consciousness for a new identity and self-awareness. Any prior consciousness among Muslims to see themselves as a totally separate community either did not exist, or was secondary to other concerns. Sayyid Ahmad Khan was one of the first to stress the need to make the Muslims of the Indian sub-continent aware of their “identity.” In 1888, he was also one of the first to refute the idea of one nation, pointing out the possibility of other parcels of peoples and cultures, that is, other possible nations within India. He wrote to another national leader Badruddin Tyabji: “I do not understand what the words
“National Congress” mean. Is it supposed that the different castes and creeds living in India belong to one nation, or can become one nation, and their aims and aspirations be one and the same?” (Pandey 1979, p. 15). Sayyid Ahmad Khan’s ideas eventually led to the formation of All-India Muslim League in 1906 that played a major role in the constitution and consolidation of Muslims as a community in India, promoting among them a corporate unity.

During the struggle for independence from Britain in India, one witnesses a simultaneous struggle for the formation of Hindu and Muslims as separate communities by exaggerating the distance between them, and reducing the distance within the communities thus constructed, such as among various castes and sects in the newly conceived Hindu community. Surprising as it may seem, the exaggerated purity of Hindu and Muslim cultures was not old or archaic, but remarkably new, instigated through a well-known “divide and rule” British policy after the revolt of 1857. Both groups endeavored to purge their cognitively closed cultures of common folk symbols and elements. Rafiuddin Ahmed (1981) has demonstrated how ulema -- Muslim religious leaders -- launched a major offensive in late nineteenth century Bengal villages against folk religious practices like pirs, milad, urs, and the wearing of tabiz, labeling such practices as un-Islamic borrowings from Hindu customs. Middle class muslims in Bengal began re-inventing themselves as “foreign-born” ashrafs, resulting in the sharp increase in the 1901 census in the number of Shaikhs, Syeds, Mughals and Pathans, respectable groups devoid of Hindu caste associations (Ahmed 1981; Sarkar 2006). Thus, a new orientation triggered a split along Hindu-Muslim lines in a Bengali-speaking community. The production of Hindi and Urdu as national languages of the then possible nations -- India and Pakistan -- directly corresponds with this struggle for communal total closure. Under the pressure of two potential nations, a common daily language of north India was stretched and split into two. The linguistic foundations for the two nations were therefore provided by the same a priori sociocognitive frame that informed the notion of two completely separate communities.
Limits of Total Closure

There are two different dimensions along which the frame of total closure confronts its actual and possible limits. First, there is a large arena of social practice that simply disregards the boundaries of such a frame. The historical purification of language, Alok Rai (2001) contends, has been a “narrative of the violence that has been done to the people’s vernacular Hindi by and in the name of ‘Hindi,’ the Sanskritic usurper,” but this violence has not been successful, he argues, “you cannot actually stamp out the grass. It persists in hidden corners, it springs back to life.” For instance, a majority of films produced by one of the biggest film industries in the world, now popularly labeled as Bollywood, has never followed the tight closures of Hindi-Hindu-Hindustan, thus, loosening the hold of linguistic nationalism on popular consciousness. Its language has remained what purists on either side may perceive as a medley but a medley that does not follow any previously pure forms; rather, a medley that precedes purifications.

The second dimension pertains to a historical shift: globalization. Just as modern industrial societies with mechanisms of print, literacy, census, and other classification systems (Anderson 1991; Gellner 1983) enabled the frame of total closure to attain centrality in social organization, certain transformations of late modernity enable spaces where the frame starts fraying at the edges. With digital formations of the last few decades, national enclosures have been slowly pried open to an instantaneous traffic in cultural symbols through communication technologies, untying the assumed bond between culture and territory. The notion of closed territorial states, a geographical assumption of the international relations theory, has been called into question (Agnew 1994). With the increased integration of the world economy and the emergence of political movements outside the framework of territorial states, Agnew (1994) suggests to move away from the notion of states as fixed units of sovereign space with the domestic/foreign polarity. Globalization is also shifting the citizen’s exclusive relationship to the state (Sassen 2006), especially with an enormous rise in dual citizenships.
offered by states in recent years, creating a situation in which different groups have different bundles of citizenship rights; e.g., India has recently enacted a program of the Overseas Citizenship of India (OCI) that offers economic but not political rights. Finally, globalization has meant the increased migration of workers and professionals whose allegiances defy the easy logic of nationalism or patriotism, marking a possible shift away from the cognitive frame of total closure. The question of nationalism becomes less urgent to a portion of this transnational population that may consist of undocumented Mexican workers in the United States whose children are documented citizens, producing a situation where adults and children have different nationalities within the same family; or Indian professionals who in their complex transnational orientation display a continuous nostalgia for the “other” nation; that is, they miss India while in the United States and long for American life when they go back to India (Aneesh 2004).

Conclusion

There is a common tendency to find some underlying cultural uniformities to explain divisions of nationalism. Thus, one may be tempted to emphasize the separation between Hinduism and Islam as the primary cause for the formation of India and Pakistan as two nations. Divisions of religion, language, and scripts, acting as what Anthony Smith (1987) calls ethnie, are considered significant factors behind the rise of two nations (King 1994). I have explored how the reality of “nation,” instead of being founded upon a primordial “ethnie,” is dependent on the frame of total closure, which helps organize, articulate, and construct a particular set of ethnie. Instead of focusing on substantive issues of language or religion that presumably shape nations, I have attempted to analyze how nations, languages, religions are boundary constructs informed by a collective orientation toward total closure. Patterns of linguistic, religious, or ethnic struggles vary widely from region to region; what remains constant is the ideal of clean, absolute boundaries. The frame of total closure acts as a condition of possibility for clearly defined languages, such as Hindi or Urdu, or
tightly closed communities, such as Hindus and Muslims, or nations such as India and Pakistan. In order to formalize what nationalism imagines to be a national language, it needs to arrest its movement, fragment it, redistribute it in a new table of national “essences.”

This study concludes that what is more significant is not if the nation is a modern phenomenon, whether or not it is a myth or reality; rather, the most significant aspect of the nation is the generation of reality through a particular socio-cognitive frame. Nationalist struggles need not only be directed against a colonial power; they also inform other struggles, movements, and orderings of culture even within nations, as described in the bloody opposition to Hindi in Tamilnadu. In the case of the Indian sub-continent, this cognitive frame not only gave rise to the Indian nation during its struggle against the British; it also aroused numerous efforts at local closures of languages, religions, and ethnicities against each other. The colonial propensity for the neat classification of populations, religions, and languages itself embodied cognitive structures of total closure. While one can easily link modern nations to prior ethnic streams of symbols, myths, and cultural artifacts, these prior forms are recognized as clear unities through a specific a priori cognitive frame that acquires an institutional basis in modern times.

In this article, I hope to have shown the cognitively ordered surfaces and boundaries with which a nation tames the internal incongruities of actual and possible languages; how a national space gets created upon which it is possible to encompass and inscribe people, languages, and religious practices. In this analysis, the nation emerges as a method of “holding together” informed by an a priori cognitive frame that helps organize the blurry landscape of linguistic, ethnic, and religious flows. It provides a way to define groupings and splittings, acting as a system of perception by which resemblances and differences can be shown and boundaries can be drawn; it renders precise the cognitive threshold above which there is difference and below which there is similarity. National order shows the hidden scheme that determines the way social life confronts itself. It also acts as a code on
the basis of which languages, religious practices and beliefs are criticized and rendered valid or invalid. The carving of religions out of religious practices, languages out of linguistic continua, and ethnic islands out of patterns of social interaction are all examples of the cognitive scheme of total closure. Yet, these closures in practice are far from “total,” engendering conflicts among, and the suppression of, various modes and ways of life that resist totalization.

Regardless of internal differences that irremediably plague all nations, the idea of the nation looks forward to a bounded, substantive unity with an essence. The creation of Hindu and Urdu was a result of such orientation toward finding the “essences” of two communities constituted afresh in nineteenth century South Asia. When India and Pakistan were actualized as nations in 1947 through the institutionalized means of territorial distribution, the idea of bounded and substantive unity also needed to be enforced. The communities, now intensely conscious of their Hindu and Muslim-ness, moved to their new nations, resulting in unprecedented mass migration and exchange of populations across the newly constituted borders. The large-scale move consumed roughly one million lives, turning Hindu and Muslim identities into what Appadurai (2006) has called “predatory identities.” Hindus living in what was then declared Pakistan needed to move back to India, and self-conscious Muslims living in India slowly traveled toward Pakistan. Families moved from their places of birth so that they could join what was now supposed to be their “natural” nation.
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